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Forced action mixers 
from Baron are in 
uncompromising quality

We have produced forced action mixers since 
2006. The vision was from the beginning to 
develop a range of forced action mixers in an 
uncompromising quality to the professional user. 
We think that we have achieved this goal. 

We always focus on function, safety and ergo-
nomics, which means that we today offer mixers 
of an extremly high quality and efficiency.

Through constant development and with the 
knowledge that even the smallest details are of 
importance, we have reached a unique position 
on the world market and today we export to 
more than 40 countries. 

The latest news is the development of the 
EasyClean® system, which makes the cleaning 
of the mixers very easy, saves time and extends 
the life spand



Powerful and efficient 
forced action mixers 
at the right price

BARON E90 

 Large motor with plenty
 of power
	 High	quality	and	finish
 Interchangeable mixer shovels
 Automatic emptying of container
 Large transport tyres make

 it easy to load the mixer
 Pneumatic wheels for better 

 comfort 

VARIO! E90 can be delivered 
with Variospeed as an option. 
The speed of the mixer can vary 
from  0-55 r.p.m.
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Accessories for E-Line: 
Rubber shovels, transport 
arm with tow coupling, 
CE-extension cable and 
dust lid.
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BARON E120

	 Efficient	and	easy	handling
 Security switch on the lid 

 provides high security
 Adjustable mixer shovels
 Long lifetime
 Easy to clean
 Positioning bolt secures 

 the cover during use/transport

VARIO! E120 can be delivered 
with Variospeed as an option. 
The speed of the mixer can vary 
from 0-55 r.p.m.

BARON E200

 Large and very robust 
 2.2KW motor/gear 
 Can be operated by one man 
 Optimum performance and

 handling 
 Easy to clean and maintain
	 Quick,	efficient	mixing	

 and large capacity
 Easy to load in combination

 with our 2.5 m conveyor

BARON E300

 4KW motor with extremely
 power reserve
 Maintenance free 

 high quality gear
 3 telescope legs make 

 the mixer very stable
 Lifting brackets and truck 
	 fittings
 Powerful, durable container

  E90 E120 E200 E300

 Voltage (Volt) 1x240 1x240 3x400 3x400

 Motor (KW) 2.0 2.0 2.2 4.0

 Voltage (Volt) 1x110 1x110 1x110 3x400

 Motor (KW) 2.0 2.0 1.8 4.0

 Gear/RPM 32 32 32 32

 Container capacity (L) 101 117 200 300

 Mixing capacity (L) 85 104 167 256

 Width x debth x height (CM) 64 x 80 x 107 64 x 80 x 116 78 x 105 x 116 100 x 142 x 122

 Weight (KG) 80 90 180 245

E-LINE
The right choice for the demanding, professional user. Here you get the 
best value for money without making any compromises on the well known 
Baron virtues. Quality, durability and efficiency comply completely with 
even the highest demands.

IMPORTANT! Our machines comply with the latest CE approval standards 
             according to applicable EU-Directives.
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Get rid of the hard
cleaning and spend
your time better

Pat.  
pend.
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EasyClean® is a lining which fits the BARON forced 
action mixers and which reduces the cleaning time 
considerably

Furthermore your fantastic BARON forced action 
mixer lasts even longer, as it can be completely clean 
and doesn’t need strokes and sandblasting in order 
to remove the set remains

The EasyClean® system is developped based on 
feedback from customers and end-users, who think 
that they spend too much time on cleaning the forced 

action mixer, especially if the mixer is not cleaned 
directly after use. 

EasyClean® is an optimum system, when you mix 
with glue eg. for floorings or rubber granules. The 
only thing you need to do now, is to remove the lining 
after use and the mixer is immediately ready for the 
next task. 

The time you save on cleaning, can now be used for 
production!

EasyClean®  - time is money
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All Baron products are produced by Baron A/S in Denmark an the EU and meet 
the strictest requirements for function, quality, efficiency, durability and security.  

All our products are developped by our own engineers and designers in close 
co-operation and dialogue with our customers. The products are not launched 
until after  thorough testing. 

Baron A/S has a clear goal to be the market leader within our product range. We 
ensures this goal through targeted product development and strict quality control. 

With focus on innovation, design and competitive solutions, we always offer the 
right product at the right price. 

When only the best
is good enough

info@baron-mixer.com
www.baron-mixer.com

Industrivej 54
DK-7080 Børkop
Phone: +45 7015 7022

See demo videos 
on our website

baron-mixer.com


